Exploded view of engine

In Ford Motor Company decided to develop a new diesel engine in house and no longer
outsource their Super Duty diesel. After a year of extensive development, the engine was put
into its new home the Ford F-series and the engine code named Scorpion, was designated as
the 6. When the 6. Years later, it is easy to look back and see how obvious it was that this new
engine would be a huge success, but it was quite a risky proposition. The current at that time
diesel market was undergoing extreme change. RAM had been partnered up with diesel engine
powerhouse Cummins for 15 years and Cummins was certainly able to wade through all up
coming emissions requirements. GM was partnered with Isuzu on their Duramax power plant
that had been in production since The Duramax was, also, a proven engine that could produce
good horsepower and torque. Ever since Ford and Navistar introduced the 6. But starting from
scratch, meant they were risking their dominance within the diesel light duty market which
translates to a huge amount of revenue. Starting with a clean sheet, there were no legacy
programs that needed to be continued. So, every aspect of the engine was reviewed under a
microscope. Ford was not only looking to increase the power and reliability of the engine, they
were hoping to reduce the weight. With a stronger material, Ford was able to optimize the block
design utilizing the stronger material. Overall engine is about pounds lighter than the previous
generation 6. Instead of using a cradle to hold the crank, the block itself features deep skirts
and 6 bolt mains. The crankshaft is made out of steel and features unique treatments to relieve
stress and increase durability. The connecting rods are forged and have an end cap that is
rotated 45 degrees to increase strength. The cast aluminum pistons went through a number of
designs to optimize the combustion chamber for power, noise and emissions. When it comes to
the top end, Ford opted to make the cylinder heads out of aluminum. This reduces weight, but
historically aluminum heads have not fared well on a diesel with the major exception being the
current Duramax. The heads do feature 4 valves per cylinder and Ford retained a glow plug to
help with emissions. One of the biggest and more radical designs of the engine is the actual
flow of the cylinder head. This configuration makes a ton of sense for a naturally aspirated
engines as the exhaust just needs to be directed down the frame rails and out. It also heats up
the engine compartment. Ford identified this issue and designed a reverse flow head. The 6. As
mentioned above, this reduction in exhaust volume, results in a much more dynamically
responsive turbocharger. The turbocharger itself is a pretty radical design in its own right. Ford
has been trying to achieve more low end torque and top end horsepower for the past 10 years.
To achieve that, they initially started with a variable geometry turbocharger on the 6. While this
gave the turbocharger a much wider operating range, there were still some limits on its
performance. With the 6. This used a variable geometry turbocharger and a fixed geometry
turbocharger in series. The concept was that the high pressure charger would only flow the
boost and volume of air that the low pressure turbocharger was pushing but not compress it
further. While this sequential system worked well, the cost was high, as the system consisted of
two turbochargers. For the 6. The exhaust side of the turbocharger works as any variable
geometry turbo. While the exhaust inlets are not side by side, the functionality of the exhaust is
the same. On the compressor side of things, everything is different. The compressor cover is
really two compressor covers in one. This is due to the unique design of the compressor wheel
or should we say wheels. What Garrett did was to utilize a single turbine shaft to power a single
compressor wheel with Siamese profiles. With basically having two compressor wheels, they
essentially act as a twin turbo system. They will flow twice the mass or volume at the same
pressure of a single turbo. When you take into account the reverse flowing heads, and variable
geometry turbo, this system is able to provide massive flow at the top end, but also respond
extremely well at the lower RPM range. In trying to obtain the best possible performance, Ford
opted to use the first air to water intercooler in the diesel market. An air to water intercooler is
much more efficient than a standard air to air. Traditionally, the boosted air is sent through an
air to air intercooler that is in front of the truck. This intercooler has fresh air pass flow between
the fins. As the fresh air is moving across the fins, heat is being transferred from the intercooler
to the air which is removing heat from the boosted air. Once the boosted air is cooled, the air is
directed into the cylinder heads. In this new air to water system, boosted air is sent to the air to
water intercooler. The intercooler still removes heat from the boosted air, but the heat is
transferred to the water that is flowing through the intercooler. The thermal conductivity of
water is about 24 times higher than air. So, the water is able to remove much more heat from the
air. What this mean is that Ford can reduce the size of the intercooler by almost 75 percent. By
reducing the size of the intercooler, there is less parasitic loss throughout the system. This
makes the engine much more responsive. To cool the water, Ford uses another heat exchanger
like a radiator in front of the radiator. As fresh air passes through the fins, heat is removed from
the system. There are millions of Power Strokes on the road. While the percentage of them
having issues is low, the actual number of failures is quite high five percent of 3 million is , for

example. This started with holding down the cylinder heads. Another key change made in the
head was the rocker arms. There is a dedicated rocker arm for each valve. The cylinder heads
also feature dual water jackets. Ford opted to use two cooling systems for the 6. The primary
cooling system is for the engine vitals heads, block, etc. The other cooling system is to cool the
EGR, fuel, transmission fluid, and charge air cooler air to water on the 6. They are also able to
run them at different temperatures to optimize cooling. Ford did extensive durability testing on
this engine. In addition, they did extensive testing in vehicle. Here is a shot from one of the 40
below tests. Now before we get into the problems areas of the 6. The engine has been wildly
successful and has the Best In Class horsepower, with a huge increase in fuel economy,
reduced warranty costs, reduced NVH noise, harshness and vibration , and increased durability.
Revisions for There is no telling whether Ford will change these numbers in the coming months
or not, but when Ford released the horsepower and torque numbers for , the 6. Since then, RAM
has announced they will be increasing the torque output on the 6. No telling whether Ford will
pump the number up slightly or not. So, how did they achieve that? A few months back an
announcement was made about the downpipe being updated. That might sound a little odd until
you really think about it. As these engines continue to produce more power, they must flow
more exhaust. The standard elbow was causing too much turbulence. The new cobra head
design reduces that and flow more. With the improvements to the turbocharger and exhaust,
Ford is now able to increase engine braking. The previous generation had some but it was
rather limited due to the concern of overspinning the turbocharger. If you have more air, you
can use more fuel. So, the fuel pump and injectors have been upgraded as well. The fuel pump
now has a larger stroke and the injectors have a redesigned nozzle. One change that you may or
may not like is the new exhaust temperature sensor. With the improvements made to the fuel
system and turbocharger, the engine is able to produce more power. This increase means more
stress on the cylinder heads. To compensate additional material was added to the cylinder
heads and a new five layer MLS Multi-layer Steel gasket created. Hopefully, a family of Power
Strokes will soon emerge in some of the half-ton options as well as other vehicles sharing this
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Off road, Jeeps, 4x4s. Engine Tech. Drag Racing. Isuzu has used both its own engines and
General Motors -built engines. Isuzu's first petrol engines were license built Hillman units for
the locally assembled Minx , from Power is In this was updated to the GH12 , a square design
with a Isuzu considered the B engine their "small" truck engine. Initially designed in as a 3.
Isuzu's C-series engine was a mainstay for their light truck production, as well as for industrial
and marine uses. The engine was introduced in ; by over 2 million units had been produced.
This family of engines started as the swirl chamber design, later modified into direct injection
4EE1 , final improvement into a valve direct common rail injection 4EE2. The J-series direct
injection diesel engine was introduced in , in 2. It replaced the somewhat smaller C engine ;
later on 3. The Isuzu i-Series utilizes General Motors -built inline five-cylinder engines. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Main article: Isuzu V engine. Tokyo: Miki
Press. Isuzu Recruiting Information in Japanese. Isuzu Motors. Archived from the original on
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Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association. Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne,
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. There is also a three-cylinder
version called the 3AA1. This engine shares the bore and stroke of the C four-cylinder diesel
and 2AA1 two-cylinder. There is also a two-cylinder version called the 2AB1. The 1. The engine
block and associated components for the USA market Isuzu G-series engines were locally
produced under license by a GM engine casting and assembly plant in Flint, Michigan. The
eight-valve 1. The G has a three main bearing crankshaft , whereas the G has five bearings. Part
of the "Z" engine family, this was later renamed the 4ZA1. The 2. Unlike the 1. This 2-liter
inline-four is a gasoline-powered version of the diesel C It has an 8. The larger 1. It was a
development of the earlier G engine. It is a four-cylinder version of the 6BB1. The 4BC2 is a 3.
The 4BD1 is a 3. Power output varied. The 4BD1T is a turbocharged version of the 3. Also used

in jeepneys built in Batangas. The 4BE1 is a 3. It is a high revving high output diesel on its
VE-Rotary Zexel injection pump. The 4BG1 is a 4. The C is a 2. It was also fitted to the Delta Mini
Cruiser for the European market. For later industrial and marine applications, this engine has
been called 4AA1. C C C The C, C, C is a 2. The C was often used in stationary and forklift
applications. For later industrial and marine applications, this engine has been called 4AB1. The
DL is a long-stroke 2. It was fitted to the Isuzu Elf. In it was replaced by the more modern DL
engine. There is also a 1. It was fitted to the Isuzu Bellel. The fuel injection was a licensed Bosch
unit. The DL is a 2. Like its smaller sister, the DL used a license-built Bosch fuel injection unit.
The turbocharged and intercooled version first seen in the Isuzu Gemini. This engine formed the
basis for the common rail , direct injection 4EE2 engine now produced by Opel. It was available
in versions of , and latest PS. All modifications of the original 4EE2 are physically only minor
and can be considered tuning instead of an all-new development. All the A17 engines are almost
identical to the 4EE2 base engine, the main changes are in the ECU, control software, camshaft
position sensing wheel, added sensors exhaust temperature , injector upgrades and
modifications of the engine cover, resulting in shifting oil cap position. The latest engine tuning
and highest power specification, still within EURO5 emission standard. The engine block
remained unchanged from until The 4FB1 is a 1. It was also available with electronic fuel
injection Bosch and with a turbocharger. The 4FC1 is a 2. The 4HE1-T is a direct injection
turbocharged engine of 4. Applications include the Isuzu NQR Applications include the Isuzu
NPR Applications include the Isuzu NPR [31]. Applications include Isuzu NQR The 4HL1 is a
common rail direct injection high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4. The 4HL1-N
is a common rail direct injection high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4. The
4HL1-TC is a common rail direct injection turbocharged and intercooled high-pressure fuel
injection system diesel engine of 4. The 4HL1-TCS is a common rail direct injection
turbocharged and intercooled high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4. The 4JA1
is a direct injection 8V and 16v engine. The current 4JA1-L engine is turbocharged but not
intercooled with an Unlike its predecessor which used conventional Direct Injection , it uses a
High Pressure Common rail Direct Injection system and Diesel particulate filter [33] ,thus
achieving Euro 4 emission. It is used in Isuzu Traviz [34]. The 4JB1 is a 4-cylinder naturally
aspirated watercooled in-line direct injection and also a high revving high output diesel engine
with its VE rotary injection pump. Horse power is 90ps industrial version. This motor was also
installed in Isuzu Elf and other light trucks. It was intercooled in some applications. Upgrades to
common-rail direct injection to bring emissions up to National 4 standards and even 16V DOHC
valve-trains are also in production. The 4JK1-TC is a common-rail direct injection intercooled
turbo-diesel engine. The 4JK1-TCX is an in line direct injection electronic common rail diesel
engine with a variable geometry system VGS turbocharger and a compression ratio originally at
The original version is still used in the South African version of the new D-Max, the Isuzu KB,
and with the compression ratio reduced to Certified to the Euro5b emission standard with a The
4JG1 engine has a trochoid type oil pump, gear driven from the camshaft. The fuel system
operates by plunger and nozzle and is of the high pressure solid injection type Zexel in-line
Bosch A-type. The starter motor is a 12 V unit. The firing order Notable differences include a
reduced compression ratio of The 4JG2 is an indirect injection engine. The 4JH1-T is a 3. On
some models it features an electronically controlled injection pump. The 4JH1-TC is a 3. The
4JJ1-TC is a 3. It has a With the introduction of Isuzu's "BluePower" system for improved
economy in , the compression ratio was further reduced to Dry Weight: kg Oil Capacity:
Dimensions - L x W x H mm x mm x mm SAE 3 flywheel housing Dry Weight: kg Dimensions:
mm x mm x mm The 4JX1 is a 3. It uses unit injectors and 4 valves per cylinder. Dry Weight: kg
Coolant Capacity: 9. DOHC 24V turbocharged engine of cc displacement. A 6-cylinder diesel
engine launched in using the Giga. I had a VW engine that needed to be torn down. And I had a
camera. Now, you have a photo gallery of the innards of that engine, which makes for an easy
walk-through of the parts make your car go. Popular Science. Sign Up. Search Search. It sits
here in my shop, awaiting a teardown. Vin Marshall. A carburetor sits on the flange at the top
and feeds a fuel-air mixture into the engine. VW Engine Valves After the fuel-air mixture travels
down the intake manifold, it arrives at the cylinder head. It ultimately needs to end up inside the
cylinder, but only at the right time. Shown here are the rockers and the valves. The rocker arms
depress the spring-loaded valves, opening them to allow the intake charge to enter at precisely
correct moment and, slightly later in the cycle, to allow the exhaust gases to leave. VW Engine
Distributor With the fuel-air mixture in the cylinder, something needs to ignite it. High-voltage
sparks are triggered by the ignition points, which are inside this distributor. Then the rotor, also
inside the distributor, routes the sparks to the spark plug in the appropriate cylinder. The
flywheel has also been removed in this picture. The heads the things on the farthest right and
farthest left of this picture will be the next to go. The rockers are in the center of the picture, and

the long rods on the outside of this picture are called pushrods. In a pushrod type of engine
such as this one, the pushrods push up on one end of the rocker. The other end then pushes
down on a valve, causing it to open. VW Engine Heads The cylinder head contains the ports that
allow fuel and air into the cylinder and exhaust gasses out of the cylinder. They also contain the
valves that open the passage to those ports at only the right times in the engine's combustion
cycle. In the cylinder head on the left, we see the ports that connect to the intake and exhaust
manifolds. In the cylinder head on the right, we see the valves, which are normally on the inside
of the eng
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ine. Car and truck engines more typically consist of one solid block into and onto which the
engine is built. VW Engine Camshaft A camshaft controls the timing of valve openings. The cam
lobes the oblong things push on pushrods or directly on the valves in an overhead cam engine
to cause the valves to open. VW Engine Crankshaft In an engine, reciprocal linear motion
pistons going up and down is converted into rotary motion. The parts in this picture make that
happen. The pistons move up and down in the cylinders as the explosions happen. Connecting
those pistons to the crankshaft are the conrods short for Connecting Rods. Because the point
on the crankshaft to which the conrod connects is off of the center axis of the crankshaft, the
reciprocating motion of the piston and conrod causes the crankshaft to rotate. Latest Diy. Best
WiFi booster: Always have internet no matter where you are. Best snowboard goggles: Stay
protected on the slopes. Best portable desk: work from nearly anywhere.

